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EXPLORING A “NECESSARY STANDARD” FOR THE 

USE OF EXCESSIVE, DEADLY FORCE BY LAW 

ENFORCEMENT: A FLAWED SOLUTION WITH 

POSITIVE POTENTIAL 

Kathleen Y. Murray* 

he foundation of a law enforcement agency funded by taxpayer 
dollars is based on an inherent agreement: The people who pay their 

wages do so for the good of the community, and from that transaction they expect 
a certain level of professionalism, efficacy, and accountability from the police. 
When the social contract between police and society breaks down, and the police 
charged with the protection of the people are no longer held accountable, it erodes 
the moral fabric of law and order underpinning society. Do these problems persist 
because Americans are intrinsically more violent and therefore more likely to die 
at the hands of police? The data doesn’t suggest that, it suggests that there is a 
wider more systemic issue. Holding police accountable for unnecessary uses of 
lethal force is paramount if the inherent agreement between them and the people 
they serve is to be preserved. To hold officers accountable the United States 
Judiciary system must create laws with robust standards of what is considered 
“necessary” and “reasonable” when a police officer is using lethal force in the 
line of duty.” 

-Antione Derwin Pritchett II 

INTRODUCTION 

While the use of deadly force by police officers is an inherent practice within 
their profession, an unfortunate number of officers utilize inappropriate and 
unnecessary amounts of force, leading to unwarranted losses of life. With only a 
few officers being held legally accountable each year, such violence is 
predominately left unchecked. In the 1980s, the United States Supreme Court ruled 
that law enforcement can utilize deadly force in circumstances in which it is 
reasonably believed that the officer or another is in imminent danger.1 While this 
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is an objective standard, the reasonableness of an officer’s actions is judged from 
the viewpoint of a reasonable officer under the same circumstance.2 In application 
of these decisions, a high volume of police officers have still not been held 
accountable for their arbitrary uses of force.3 While there are many factors that 
lead to the lack of accountability, prosecutors and jurors simply have a difficult 
time finding officers liable under the Garner & Graham standard.4 

Until 2019,5 no state had made an attempt to revise or implement a standard 
that could produce better accountability for such officers.6 In fact, twenty-two of 
the states have adopted the reasonableness standard, while the other twenty-eight 
have failed to update their laws to the standard set forth in Garner & Graham or 
altogether failed to implement legislation of permitted uses of force.7 In 2019, 
California’s legislature passed a new law that requires officers to use deadly force 
only when it is a necessity, an attempt to eradicate the failing reasonableness 
standard.8 California’s reaction to excessive force by officers is the country’s first 
attempt to implement stricter standards since the Supreme Court decided 
Tennessee v. Garner and Graham v. Connor. 

Under this new standard, the California legislature has attempted to create a 
more stringent requirement than what was created by the Supreme Court. Instead 
of assessing a police officer’s conduct under the reasonableness test, California has 
implemented a necessary standard, only allowing officers to utilize lethal force 
when it is a necessity.9 While this new law is appealing on its face, the reality is 
that this law likely will not produce a result different from that of the 
reasonableness test. In its application, the legislation lacks clarity and fails to 
define what California intended to be “necessary.”10 Rather, the legislature used 
the term “reasonable” several times in the law’s explanation, simply just reiterating 
the already-utilized reasonableness standard.11 Instead of creating a workable 
standard, California has only muddied the current law, compelling courts to 
implement the antecedent standard or interpret “necessary” as they deem 
appropriate, which has led to inconsistent results. Further, the ambiguity fails to 
notify law enforcement on how they can lawfully implement force. 

 

1.See generally Tennessee v. Garner, 471 U.S. 1 (1985); Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 (1989). 

 2. Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 (1989). 

 3. Carl Bialik, Police Killings Almost Never Lead to Murder Charges, FIVETHIRTYEIGHT (May 
1, 2015, 3:38 PM), https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/baltimore-police-officers-charged-freddie-
gray/. 

 4. Philip M. Stinson, Editorial, Op-Ed: Cops Shoot and Kill Someone About 1,000 Times a 
Year. Few are Prosecuted. What Can be Done?, L.A. TIMES, (Dec. 15, 2017), at 2; Kimberly Kindy 
& Kimbriell Kelly, Thousands Dead, Few Prosecuted, WASH. POST (Apr. 11, 2015), https:// 
www.washingtonpost.com/sf/investigative/2015/04/11/thousands-dead-few-prosecuted/?utmterm
=.4f7b0d8d2d1c. 

 5. CAL. PENAL CODE § 835 (Deering 2021). 

 6. DEADLY FORCE: POLICE USE OF LETHAL FORCE IN THE UNITED STATES, AMNESTY 

INTERNATIONAL, 4 (2015). 

 7. Id. 

 8. CAL. PENAL CODE § 835 (Deering 2021). 

 9. Id. 

 10. Id. 

 11. Id. 
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Due to the imprecise nature of the law, both large advocacy groups and family 
members of excessive force victims pulled their sponsorship and support of the 
“necessary” standard before it was even passed.12 Specifically, advocacy group 
Black Lives Matter, an original sponsor of the law, removed its support following 
numerous amendments to the bill that resulted in “meaningless” legislation.13 
Family members of police violence victims also noted that the vagueness of the 
new law requires judicial interpretation, requiring more citizens to fall victim to 
excessive force before a viable standard is created.14 The brother of Stephon 
Clark—the victim who inspired the legislation—indicated how watered down the 
new law is compared to the original proposed bill.15 Disapproval by the advocacy 
groups and the general public clearly indicates the probable failure of section 835 
for curbing excessive lethal force. 

Furthermore, section 835 implements a standard already rejected by the 
Supreme Court. Within the new law, California has attempted to resurrect a 
provocation standard, allowing judges to consider the officer’s actions leading up 
to the use of force.16 Thus, courts can find the officer guilty of excessive force—
even when the force on its own was determined to be necessary—if the officer 
“provoked” the situation.17 The Supreme Court has already expressly rejected 
California’s attempt to create a provocation rule in 2017.18 There, it found that a 
court can base its finding on the force used alone, as the actions of the officer prior 
to the force is incompatible with an excessive force analysis.19 Thus, California’s 
new legislation20 violates the Supreme Court decision that already rejected such 
judicial considerations. 

Instead of focusing on producing an after-the-fact standard, states should 
focus their resources on reducing excessive force before it occurs. Rather than 
solely relying on deterrence, states and localities should be equipping officers with 
the proper training, support, and knowledge to utilize other tactics before 
implementing deadly force. This includes mandated de-escalation training, 
psychologist services and training, and pre-employment screening.21 After 
implementing resources to stop police violence before it happens, the California 

 

 12. Bill Chappell, New California Law Says Police Should Kill Only When ‘Necessary’, NAT’L 

PUB. RADIO (Aug. 19, 2019, 2:46 PM), https://www.npr.org/2019/08/19/752364459/new-california-
law-says-police-should-kill-only-when-necessary. 

 13. Black Lives Matters Global Network Withdraws Support from California’s AB 392, BLACK 

LIVES MATTER (May 20, 2019), https://blacklivesmatter.com/black-lives-matter-global-network-
withdraws-support-from-californias-ab-392/. 

 14. Anita Chabria, California Police Use-of-Force Bill Advances After Black Lives Matter, 
Families Drop Support, L.A. TIMES (May 29, 2019), https://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-
police-use-of-force-bill-california-05292019-story.html. 

 15. Rich McKay, California Tightens Restrictions on Police Use of Lethal Force, REUTERS 
(Aug. 20, 2019, 4:54 AM), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-california-police/california-tightens-
restrictions-on-police-use-of-lethal-force-idUSKCN1VA0Q5. 

 16. CAL. PENAL CODE § 835 (Deering 1872). 

 17. Id. 

 18. Cty. of Los Angeles v. Mendez, 137 S. Ct. 1539, 1548 (2017). 

 19. Id. at 1547. 

 20. CAL. PENAL CODE § 835 (Deering 1872). 

 21. Id. 
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legislature should amend section 835 to better define and separate the necessary 
standard from the reasonableness standard. Then the legislature should create 
special prosecutors and civilian boards to ensure responsible officers are held liable 
and biases are not allowed to hinder an equitable result. Overall, because the law 
has only been applicable for a limited time, there is no accurate way of knowing 
the implications and accurate results of the new standard. While predicted to fail, 
the law will likely still have a positive effect, motivating the rest of the Nation to 
create a workable standard that could have beneficial results. 

In regard to current literature, this article is the first to discuss and criticize 
the newly passed California law and the first to offer a solution to correct the flaws 
within the legislation. Part I provides the historical background of the use of police 
excessive force, discusses two contrasting examples of lethal force by recent 
officers, and offers statistical evidence to present the current problem of excessive 
force by police officers in the United States. This section also discusses the 
legislative reaction by the states and the federal government that has attempted to 
curb this rising and prominent problem, including California’s specific legislative 
and judicial history as well as California’s new excessive force standard. 

Part II discusses the new California law, considering how the law provides a 
current and efficient standard for police misconduct but also illustrating the 
shortcomings of the bill. Such shortcomings include (1) the legislature’s failure to 
adequately define the new standard, which will lead to inconsistencies in its 
application, (2) the number of amendments prior to the bill’s passage, which led to 
removal of significant support, and (3) the prior rejection of part of the new 
standard by the Supreme Court. Part II then proposes creating comprehensive 
before-the-fact solutions before a shooting occurs and then amending the 
California legislation to create a better standard. The California legislature should 
focus on measures to reduce deadly force before it occurs, in addition to 
introducing a standard to be used to judge deadly police force after the fact. 
California should revise the standard to provide a definite guideline and appoint 
special prosecutors and civilian review boards. 

I. BACKGROUND OF DEADLY FORCE IN THE UNITED STATES 

The use of excessive force by police officers is one of the most pressing 
problems currently in the United States. While police officers have high discretion 
to utilize deadly force within their job, officers also have a duty to protect all 
human life, including suspects. Unfortunately—for a variety of reasons—some 
officers have abused their badge and department-issued gun to shoot and kill 
suspects in unreasonable circumstances. As discussed below, culpable officers are 
largely left without consequences, the current state standards do not hold guilty 
officers responsible, and the new California law fails to offer a workable standard. 
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A. Examples of Lethal Force in America 

On the morning of April 4, 2015, Officer Michael Slager executed a routine 
traffic stop 

after noticing a broken tail light on Walter Scott’s vehicle.22 When the officer 
returned to his patrol car to run Scott’s license, Scott opened the car door and began 
to flee the scene, disregarding the officer’s commands to stay in the vehicle.23 
Officer Slager chased the suspect into a grassy lot where the two allegedly wrestled 
over control of the officer’s stun gun.24 At this point, a bystander began filming the 
event, which showed Scott abandoning the altercation and again fleeing the officer, 
despite commands to stop.25 Officer Slager, instead of pursuing on foot, pulled his 
weapon and shot towards Scott a total of eight times.26 Scott attempted to elude the 
shots but was struck a total of five times, causing him to fall forward.27 The officer 
claimed he shot at Scott because he allegedly feared for his life because Scott had 
“taken” his stun gun during the initial struggle.28 In the video, Officer Slager is 
seen approaching Scott’s body and placing the victim’s arms behind his back in 
handcuffs.29 Slager then radioed for back-up while walking back to the location of 
the initial struggle, where he proceeded to pick up the taser off of the ground and 

 

 22. Jon Swaine, Walter Scott Shooting: Police Dashcam Video Shows Him Running From Car, 
THE GUARDIAN (Apr. 10, 2015, 3:01 PM) https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/apr/09/police-
dashcam-video-walter-scott-traffic-stop. See also Michael Vann & Erik Ortiz, Walter Scott Shooting: 
Michael Slager, Ex-Officer, Sentenced to 20 Years in Prison, NBC NEWS (Dec. 9, 2017, 11:25 AM), 
https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/walter-scott-shooting/walter-scott-shooting-michael-slager-ex-
officer-sentenced-20-years-n825006. 

 23. Swaine, supra note 23; Daniella Silva, Walter Scott Shooting: Dash Cam Video From Traffic 
Stop Is Released, NBC NEWS (Apr. 9, 2015, 7:15 PM), https://www.nbcnews.com/storyline/walter-
scott-shooting/dash-cam-video-shows-walter-scott-fleeing-fatal-shooting-michael-n338786. 

 24. Michael S. Schmidt & Matt Apuzzo, South Carolina Officer Is Charged With Murder of 
Walter Scott, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 7, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/08/us/south-carolina-
officer-is-charged-with-murder-in-black-mans-death.html. See also A Closer Look at the Walter 
Scott Shooting, NBC NEWS (Apr. 8, 2015), https://www.nbcnews.com/video/a-closer-look-at-the-
walter-scott-shooting-424905283706. 

 25. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25. See also A Closer Look at the Walter Scott Shooting, 
supra note 25. 

 26. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25; Mark Berman, Former South Carolina Police Officer 
Who Shot Walter Scott Sentenced to 20 Years, WASH. POST (Dec. 7, 2017, 3:57 PM), https:// 
www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2017/12/07/former-south-carolina-police-officer-
who-shot-walter-scott-sentenced-to-20-years/. 

 27. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25; Walter Scott Shooting Footage Synced Police Scanner 
Audio-Video, THE GUARDIAN (Apr. 8, 2015, 18:48), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/video
/2015/apr/09/north-charleston-shooting-police-scanner-video. 

 28. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25; Dustin Waters, ‘I was Scared’: S.C. Officer on Trial for 
Murder in Shooting of Unarmed Black Man Takes the Stand, WASH. POST (Nov. 26, 2016 5:27 PM), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2016/11/29/i-was-scared-s-c-officer-on-
trial-for-murder-in-shooting-of-unarmed-black-man-takes-the-stand/. 

 29. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25; Video Shows Fatal Police Shooting, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 7, 
2015), https://www.nytimes.com/video/us/100000003615939/video-shows-fatal-police-shooting. 
html. 
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then dropped it next to Scott’s body.30 Walter Scott ultimately died following the 
shooting from injury to his heart, despite CPR efforts by the responding officers.31 
It was later determined that Scott was unarmed at the time Officer Slager shot the 
fleeing suspect.32 

In the aftermath of the bystander’s video, Slager was charged with murder 
and fired from the department only three days following the shooting.33 In May of 
2016, a federal jury returned an indictment charging the former officer with 
additional offenses including federal violation of civil rights, using a firearm in 
achievement of a civil rights violation, and obstruction of justice.34 In December 
of 2016, a judge declared a mistrial on Slager’s murder charges after a twelve-man 
jury was unable to reach a consensus following four days of deliberation.35 Finally, 
in May of 2017, state prosecutors agreed to drop the murder charges in exchange 
for Slager’s plea of the federal civil rights violation.36 He was thus sentenced to 
twenty years in federal prison after the judge determined Slager had “willfully used 
deadly force on Walter Scott even though it was objectively unreasonable under 
the circumstances.”37 Slager made one last attempt at evading his prison term by 

 

 30. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25; Meg Kinnard, Video Key in Ex-Officer’s Stiff Sentence 
for Killing, A. P. (Dec. 8, 2017), https://apnews.com/14bd2518f6ed42608acb8bf5c5f6b59c/Video-
key-in-ex-officer%27s-stiff-sentence-for-killing. 

 31. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25; Manny Fernandez, After Walter Scott Shooting, Scrutiny 
Turns to 2nd Officer, N.Y. TIMES (April 17, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/18/us/after-
walter-scott-shooting-scrutiny-turns-to-2nd-officer.html. 

 32. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25; Steve Osunsami, Anne Emerson, & Emily Shapiro, 
Walter Scott Shooting: Sentencing Underway to Determine Ex-Cop Michael Slager’s Fate, ABC 

NEWS (Dec. 4, 2017, 6:33 PM), https://abcnews.go.com/US/walter-scott-shooting-sentencing-
hearing-underway-determine-cop/story?id=51560321. 

 33. Schmidt & Apuzzo, supra note 25; Vann & Ortiz, supra note 23. 

 34. Press Release, Department of Justice, Former North Charleston, South Carolina, Police 
Officer Michael Slager Charged with Federal Civil Rights Offense (May 11, 2016) (available at 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/former-north-charleston-south-carolina-police-officer-michael-
slager-charged-federal-civil); Pete Williams & Corky Siemaszko, Federal Charges Filed Against 
Michael Slager S.C. Cop in Walter Scott Shooting, NBC NEWS (May 11, 2016, 7:42 PM), 
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/federal-charges-filed-against-s-c-cop-motorist-shooting-
n572071. 

 35. Darron Smith, Keith O’Shea, & Emanuella Grinberg, Judge Declares Mistrial in Michael 
Slager Trial, CNN (Dec. 6, 2016, 9:31 AM), https://www.cnn.com/2016/12/05/us/michael-slager-
murder-trial-walter-scott-mistrial/index.html; Alan Blinder, Mistrial for South Carolina Officer Who 
Shot Walter Scott, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 5, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/05/us/walter-scott-
michael-slager-north-charleston.html. 

 36. Vann & Ortiz, supra note 23; Holly Yan, Khushbu Shah, & Emanuella Grinberg, Ex-Officer 
Michael Slager Pleads Guilty in Shooting Death of Walter Scott, CNN (May 2, 2017, 9:07 PM), 
https://www.cnn.com/2017/05/02/us/michael-slager-federal-plea/index.html. 

 37. Press Release, Department of Justice, Former North Charleston, South Carolina, Police 
Officer Michael Slager Sentenced to 20 Years in Prison for Federal Civil Rights Offense (Dec. 7, 
2017) https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/former-north-charleston-south-carolina-police-officer-
michael-slager-sentenced-20-years). See also Jamiles Lartey, Former Officer Michael Slager 
Sentenced to 20 Years for Murder of Walter Scott, THE GUARDIAN (Dec. 7, 2017, 15:36), 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/dec/07/michael-slager-walter-scott-second-degree-
murder. 
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filing an appeal, which was rejected by the United States Supreme Court, finding 
the trial judge made “no reversible error.”38 

While Michael Slager was held accountable for his violent and unreasonable 
actions, the common outcome provides little to no police accountability. In fact, 
other police-related deaths highlight how uncommonly officers take a plea deal or 
are convicted of such heinous crimes. In March of 2018, two Sacramento, 
California, officers responded to a 9-1-1 call regarding a man breaking car and 
residence windows. 39 Upon arriving at the scene, the officers identified twenty-
two-year-old Stephon Clark as the suspect and pursued him into a backyard of a 
nearby residence after Clark began to flee.40 Once behind the property, Clark 
stopped and turned to face the officers.41 He allegedly took a “shooting stance” and 
extended his arms towards the two men.42 Believing Clark to be holding a weapon, 
officers opened fire striking the victim a total of seven times.43 Following the initial 
investigation, it was determined the two law enforcement agents fired a total of 
twenty times at the victim.44 

After the shooting, one of the responding officers claimed Clark was holding 
an object that he extended towards their location, which he believed to be a 
firearm.45 In fact, the officer claimed the object mirrored a metallic reflection, 
which he assumed to be a muzzle flash and proceeded to yell “gun.”46 The two 
officers radioed for back-up, and none of the responding officers approached 
Clark’s lifeless body until they had access to a ballistic shield.47 Following an 
“exhaustive search”48 it was determined Clark had in fact not been armed and was 
only in possession of a cell phone at the time he was shot.49 The victim was 

 

 38. David Boroff, Supreme Court Declines to Hear Appeal of Michael Slager, the Ex-South 
Carolina Police Officer Who Fatally Shot Walter Scott, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (June 5, 2019, 2:19 PM), 
https://www.nydailynews.com/news/crime/ny-supreme-court-declines-hear-michael-slager-appeal-
walter-scott-20190605-nmlgbewfsjgsleudcybmssp65i-story.html; Supreme Court Requests Michael 
Slager Case Files in Response to Appeal Petition, ABC NEWS (May 7, 2019), https:// 
abcnews4.com/news/walter-scott-shooting/slager-petitions-supreme-court; Meg Kinnard, High 
Court Turns Down SC Officer’s Appeal in Shooting Case, ASSOCIATED PRESS (June 5, 2019), 
https://apnews.com/884e7944f86d462cbacfb9e89f9e191e. 

 39. Chris Hagan & Nick Miller, No Criminal Charges for Sacramento Police Officers Who 
Fatally Shot Stephon Clark, NAT’L PUB. RADIO (Mar. 2, 2019), https://www.npr.org/2019/ 
03/02/699719214/officers-in-stephon-clark-shooting-wont-be-charged-says-sacramento-d-a; Faith 
Karimi, Officers Who Killed Stephon Clark Reveal New Details About the Night He Died, CNN (Mar. 
7, 2019, 10:49 AM), https://www.cnn.com/2019/03/07/us/sacramento-stephon-clark-shooting/ 
index.html. 

 40. Hagan & Miller, supra note 40; Phil Helsel, Officers Will Not be Charged in Fatal Shooting 
of Stephon Clark, Prosecutor Says, NBC NEWS (Mar. 3, 2019, 8:41 AM), https://www.nbcnews.com
/news/us-news/officers-will-not-be-charged-fatal-shooting-stephon-clark-prosecutor-n978566. 

 41. Hagan & Miller, supra note 40. 

 42. Id. 

 43. Id. 

 44. Id. 

 45. Karimi, supra note 40. 

 46. Id. 

 47. Id. 

 48. Id. 

 49. Id. 
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ultimately pronounced dead and it was later determined he had actually been killed 
in the backyard of his grandmother’s home.50 

In the year following the shooting, California authorities conducted an 
investigation in which they ultimately determined they would not procced with 
criminal charges against the responsible officers.51 The district attorney 
commented that the officer’s actions were reasonable based upon the confronting 
circumstances in which they “honestly” believed Clark possessed a firearm, 
determining the officer ultimately did not commit a crime.52 Under California’s 
then-present “reasonable fear” standard, it was rare for officers to be convicted or 
even charged for such lethal force crimes.53 In the following September, federal 
authorities announced their decision not to pursue civil rights charges against the 
two officers, finding there was insufficient evidence for such charges.54 Both 
officers retained their positions at the Sacramento Police department and recently 
returned to active duty.55 

B. Use of Deadly Force: A Problem? 

Until recent years, data on the use of lethal force—let alone general crimes 
committed by police officers—was difficult to find, if not non-existent. In fact, the 
small amount of data that was available was likely unreliable due to the process 
and sources of the data collection.56 Historically, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation has collected data from police departments on a voluntary basis, in 
which agencies submitted information first-hand.57 Some states required agencies 
to submit data, but some agencies still refuse to comply.58 The voluntary basis also 
enabled agencies to misrepresent their arrest and crime data. This resulted in 
uneven and gap-filled data.59 Recently, more third parties have become involved 
in collecting such data to provide more accurate and detailed information on crimes 
committed by police officers, including the unlawful use of deadly force.60 

 

 50. Id. 

 51. Feds Won’t Pursue Charges Against Sacramento Police Who Fatally Shot Stephon Clark, 
USA TODAY (Sept. 27, 2019, 9:32 AM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/ 
09/27/stephon-clark-shooting-feds-wont-charge-sacramento-police/3785244002/. 

 52. Hagan & Miller, supra note 40. 

 53. Feds Won’t Pursue Charges Against Sacramento Police Who Fatally Shot Stephon Clark, 
supra note 52. 

 54. Id. 

 55. Id. 

 56. Michael D. Maltz, Bridging Gaps in Police Crime Data, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS 
(Sept. 1999), https://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/bgpcd.pdf. 

 57. Id. 

 58. Id. 

 59. Id. 

 60. Including the Henry A. Wallace Police Crime Database and the Washington Post. See 
generally The Henry A. Wallace Police Crime Database, BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIV.,  
https://policecrime.bgsu.edu/ (last visited Jan. 19, 2021); Joe Fox, et al., Fatal Force, WASH. POST 
(Oct. 30, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2019/national/police-shootings-2019/. 
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In response to the infamous Michael Brown shooting in Ferguson, Missouri, 
in 2014,61 the Washington Post began collecting data on fatal shootings committed 
by on-duty police officers.62 In the last five years, the number of total fatal 
shootings by police officers has totaled nearly one thousand per year.63 On average, 
police officers shoot and kill three people per day.64 Thirty-six percent of those 
people were found to be unarmed and mostly made up of young Black men 
between the ages of twenty and forty.65 Specifically, unarmed Black men are four 
times more likely to be killed by an officer than an unarmed white man.66 In 2019 
alone, nine hundred and ninety-nine people were shot and killed by police officers, 
fifty-four were unarmed, thirty brandished a toy weapon, and twenty were 
classified as “unknown” as to whether they were in possession of a weapon.67 

According to Mapping Police Violence, in 2015, one in three Black people 
killed were unarmed, causing unarmed Black men to be killed five times the rate 
of unarmed white men.68 Within that calendar year, one hundred and four unarmed 
Black men were ultimately killed, averaging two related deaths per week.69 While 
it is unquestionable that African Americans are more likely to be shot while 
unarmed than others, Hispanics and whites have also fallen victim to unarmed 
shootings.70 Mapping Police Violence alleges these total numbers could be 
significantly higher but are unknown due to underreporting.71 

While it is clear the use of lethal force by law enforcement is a pressing 
problem in modern America, the lack of accountability of unjust and excessive use 
of such force creates further and more severe concerns. In the United States, it is 
very rare for police officers to be charged in a homicide case, let alone convicted.72 
Between 2005 and 2016, only seventy-eight officers have been criminally charged 
for an on-duty shooting that resulted in the victim’s death.73 With approximately 
one thousand police shootings each year, less than one percent have actually been 
prosecuted.74 Of the seventy-eight charged, only twenty-six were convicted of 
“manslaughter or a lesser offense” and only one of the officers was successfully 

 

 61. Timeline of Events in Shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Aug. 8, 
2019), https://apnews.com/9aa32033692547699a3b61da8fd1fc62. 

 62. Joe Fox, et al., What We’ve Learned About Police Shootings 5 Years After Ferguson, WASH. 
POST (Aug. 9, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2019/08/09/what-weve-learned-about
-police-shootings-years-after-ferguson/?arc404=true. 

 63. Id. 

 64. Id. 

 65. Id. 

 66. Id. 

 67. Fox, supra note 61. 

 68. Police Killed More than 100 Unarmed Black People in 2015, MAPPING POLICE VIOLENCE, 
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convicted of murder.75 In a majority of the cases where officers were charged for 
an on-duty shooting, the victim was unarmed.76 

Officers that shoot and kill an unarmed victim are more likely to be 
convicted.77 A study capturing on-duty shootings between 2005 and 2015 
identified specific factors that successfully lead to these officers being criminally 
charged: (1) the victim was unarmed at the time of the shooting, (2) the victim was 
shot in the back as they were evading law enforcement, (3) a video recorded the 
encounter, (4) fellow officers offered incriminating testimony, or (5) evidence 
suggested a cover-up by the accused officer.78 Forty-three of the fifty-four officers 
charged between 2005 and 2015 involved at least one of the factors, nineteen 
involved at least two.79 

Specifically, video recordings of these incidents can greatly motivate 
convictions. In 2014, six officers were successfully convicted for fatally shooting 
someone while on duty, four of the six were caught on camera.80 In 2015, the two 
officers that were successfully convicted were both caught on camera when they 
shot and killed their victims.81 Such recordings by the public have “opened a 
window into police behavior rarely viewed by the public.”82 Before smartphones, 
police officers “owned the narrative” because these victims were unable to tell 
their side of the story.83 Such recordings clearly do not guarantee convictions84, but 
they are a better resource to prove unjust behaviors by officers by showing these 
victims did not pose a threat at the time of the shootings.85 

Further, testimony by other officers can have substantial effect on the 
likelihood of conviction. In twenty-five percent of instances in which the officers 
received criminal charges, fellow officers provided testimony that their colleague 
opened fire when the suspect posed no threat of danger.86 Such statements carry 
great weight with both juries and judges, due to the notion that officers are credible 
witnesses and experts “in the proper use of force.”87 Unfortunately, many officers 
refuse to cross the “thin blue line” and such testimony is rarely available.88 

Lastly, evidence that an officer attempted to cover-up his actions to exonerate 
himself has also carried some weight in criminal charges. In twenty percent of 
cases between 2005 and 2015, testimony was produced to show that the officer 
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planted or destroyed evidence following the shooting.89 Production of this 
evidence carries significant weight to show the officer himself believed the 
shooting was unjustified and the suspect posed little to no threat.90 Without the 
video recording in the case of Michael Slager, prosecutors would have likely been 
unaware that the officer attempted to plant the taser by the body of his victim.91 
The presence of the video clearly verified that the officer was aware his actions 
were unjustified and improper. 

While these factors have positively impacted the rate of officers who receive 
charges, prosecutors still seldom press charges.92 In order to proceed, prosecutors 
must find compelling proof that the victim did not pose a threat to the officer or 
the public at the time of the shooting.93 When prosecutors determine the shooting 
to be legally justified, the police officer is left uncharged,94 and likely remains 
employed as a law enforcement officer.95 With less than one percent of these cases 
ending in criminal charges, this determination by prosecutors is the likely 
outcome.96 Even when prosecutors pursue charges, they struggle to get 
convictions.97 In fact, courts are incredibly reluctant to convict police officers.98 
Juries and judges have been shown to be uncomfortable with prosecutors litigating 
in these circumstances.99 Further, jurors tend to be sympathetic towards the officer 
and getting them to “buy into a story where the officer is the bad guy goes 
fundamentally against everything they believe.”100 Jurors often “don’t want to 
second-guess the split-second life-or-death decisions” of an officer and do not 
“believe a police officer could be a murderer.”101 They also understand that 
policing can be violent and that officers need to use their guns during their jobs.102 
Further, juries struggle to convict because it is difficult to decide whether the 
officer subjectively thought the suspect posed a threat of danger.103 While 
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prosecutors have successfully begun to charge officers more frequently, the 
chances of convictions halt with unwilling juries.104 

C. National Legislative Reaction 

Historically, many jurisdictions in the United States prohibited the use of 
lethal force to stop a fleeing suspect following a misdemeanor but allowed police 
officers to use lethal means to stop a fleeing felon.105 In 1985, the United States 
Supreme Court found the use of deadly force may only be utilized when the officer 
reasonably believes there is a significant threat of serious injury or death to himself 
or the public.106 In Tennessee v. Garner, officers responded to a neighborhood 
following a complaint about a possible break-in.107 One of the responding officers 
began to pursue Garner after observing him running across the adjacent backyard, 
noticing the suspect was only a teenager.108 Upon shining a flashlight on the 
Garner, the officer also noticed the boy was not wielding a weapon and was 
reasonably sure he was unarmed.109 Garner began to climb the fence despite 
commands to stop, in which the officer responded by shooting towards the suspect 
under the assumption that if Garner made it over the fence, he would escape.110 
Garner was taken to the hospital but eventually died from a bullet wound to the 
back of his head.111 He was found with only money and a small bag on his 
person.112 

Under Tennessee law and department policy, the shooting by the officer was 
legally justified.113 Under the state law, officers could use lethal force to stop a 
fleeing suspect while the department allowed lethal force in instances of 
burglary.114 Upon review, the Supreme Court found the state’s law 
unconstitutional, finding the use of lethal force “to prevent the escape of all felony 
suspects, whatever the circumstances. . . constitutionally unreasonable.”115 Instead, 
lethal force is only permitted where the officer reasonably believes there is a threat 
of safety to himself or others.116 Specifically, lethal force may be used where a 
suspect brandished a weapon or there is probable cause to presume the suspect 
committed a crime that inflicted, or threatened to inflict, “serious bodily harm.”117 
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The officers use of lethal force against Garner was unjustified as there was no 
serious threat of bodily harm.118 Thus, the use of deadly force is a seizure under 
the Fourth Amendment119 and is subject its reasonableness requirements.120 

In 1989, the Supreme Court set a further standard in which the reasonableness 
of an officer’s actions can be determined.121 In Graham v. Connor, an officer made 
an investigatory stop after noticing a man enter and exit a convenience store in a 
rapid fashion while attempting to counteract an insulin reaction.122 When the 
officer returned to his patrol car, the suspect got out vehicle, ran around it, sat on 
the curb, and then passed out.123 When further officers responded to the scene, the 
suspect was handcuffed, had his face slammed into the car, and then was thrown 
headfirst into the patrol car.124 Throughout the event, the officers refused to allow 
the suspect to consume orange juice to counteract his diabetic reaction.125 The 
victim was released following a report that he had not committed a crime at the 
store.126 Graham sustained various injuries including a broken foot, damaged 
shoulder, and multiple bruises.127 Graham thus commenced an action against the 
individual officers, in which the court established the application of the rule set in 
Garner.128 

In lethal force cases, reasonableness must be decided from the perspective of 
the officer in that moment rather than in hindsight.129 As Chief Rehnquist noted, 
“[t]he calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police 
officers are often forced to make split-second judgments – in circumstances that 
are tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving – about the amount of force that is 
necessary in a particular situation.”130 Thus, the inquiry must be objective, looking 
at whether the actions by the officer were “objectively reasonable” in regard to the 
facts and circumstances surrounding the officer.131 Mistaken beliefs can also be 
determined to be objectively reasonable if it was reasonable for the officer to be 
mistaken within the context and timely circumstances of the incident.132 Therefore, 
when determining whether an officer’s actions were reasonable under the Fourth 
Amendment, juries and judges must base their determination from the viewpoint 
of a reasonable officer at the scene.133 
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Following the Supreme Courts’ decisions in Garner and Graham, twenty-
two of the fifty states have adopted and employed the reasonableness standard in 
their state law.134 Conversely, nine states and Washington D.C have not codified a 
lethal force standard for law enforcement officers, including Michigan and Ohio.135 
In states such as Ohio, cases involving the prosecution for officer’s on-duty 
conduct are not “novel” but are incredibly infrequent.136 In State v. White, the court 
found the reasonableness doctrine articulated in Garner and Graham must extend 
to the criminal application in lethal force cases.137 Therefore, while Ohio does not 
have a codified standard, the state courts still defer and agree with the federal 
standard in their applications.138 

The remaining nineteen states have codified lower standards that are 
incompatible with the federal standard.139 These states include Alabama, Florida, 
New York, and New Jersey. Instead case law provides guidance for what is, and is 
not, permissible behavior by police officers.140 In Alabama, the law provides that 
police officers are still allowed to use lethal force to prevent the escape suspected 
of committing a felony.141 Alabama courts followed the common law rule prior to 
Garner, allowing deadly force to be used when “necessary” to stop a fleeing felon 
but not a misdemeanant.142 After 1989, the legislature still failed to update the 
current law.143 In New York, legislation also competes with Garner, allowing 
officers to utilize lethal force when resisting arrest or escaping from custody.144 
But, New York courts have upheld the conviction of a police officer following the 
shooting of a fleeing suspect in the back.145 Officer’s conduct therefore must still 
be reasonable in order for an on-duty shooting to be justified.146 The right to force 
in New York also ends when the threat is removed and is no longer imminent.147 
Even though these states’ judicial branches must abide by the Garner standard, a 
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lack of uniformity and clarity in the codified law can lead to confusion and difficult 
application. 

In 2017, the Supreme Court issued an opinion in which reckless conduct by 
an officer prior to implementing lethal force does not make the homicide 
unjustifiable.148 In Mendez, officers responded to a residence after an informant 
reported a tip of a “dangerous parolee-at-large. . . .”149 While searching the back of 
the property, the officers opened the door to a shack without verbally announcing 
their presence.150 Mendez and another man were napping in the building and 
jumped out of the bed holding a BB gun.151 The officers responded by opening fire 
and shooting Mendez and his bunkmate multiple times.152 Under California law, 
while the use of force by the officers was reasonable, the officers were nonetheless 
liable for their actions because the officers “provoke[d] a violent confrontation.”153 
The Court found the provocation rule was “incompatible with excessive force 
jurisprudence” and overturned its application.154 The impermissible rule created a 
path to liability even when the officer’s use of force was justified.155 The court 
reiterated the rule set out in Graham, finding “if there is no excessive force claim 
under Graham, there is no excessive force claim at all.”156 Instead, any other 
Fourth Amendment claim must be analyzed separately, such as an impermissible 
search.157 Therefore, recklessness on behalf of an officer prior to utilizing lethal 
force does not automatically result in its unjustifiable use. 

Lastly, the Department of Justice has provided guidelines to federal officers 
based on Garner, providing that lethal force should only be used “when the officer 
has a reasonable belief that the subject of such force poses an imminent danger of 
death or serious physical injury to the officer or another person.”158 In reference to 
fleeing suspects, deadly force can be used by officers when they have probable 
cause to believe (1) the suspect committed a felony that inflicted or threatened to 
inflict serious bodily injury or death and (2) the escape of the suspect would impose 
an “imminent danger of death or serious physical injury to the officer or another 
person.”159 This guideline offers a more stringent standard compared to Garner by 
requiring both factors rather than just one.160 The Department of Justice also 
implicates a necessity requirement by demanding non-deadly use of force in cases 
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where it is sufficient, and only using deadly force it is absolutely necessary.161 
Oddly enough, the federal government lacks a statute that governs federal and state 
law enforcement officer’s use of lethal force.162 

Following the continuous use of excessive lethal force by on-duty officers, 
many states and citizens have begun to support reform of current deadly force 
doctrine. Campaign Zero, a police reform campaign, urges citizens to contact 
representatives and indicate the need for restricting lethal force to situations where 
it is only necessary, revising department policies, and holding officers accountable 
for excessive force.163 Campaign Zero is not alone in its efforts, as many rallies 
and protests have taken place following officers utilizing excessive lethal force, 
showing disdain for today’s lethal force standards.164 Congressional 
representatives have also proposed more stringent requirements. Police Exercising 
Absolute Care with Everyone (PEACE) was introduced in September 2019 in an 
effort to lessen the situations in which officers employ lethal force.165 PEACE 
changes the federal standard for when federal officers can use such force to only 
when it is “necessary to prevent imminent death or serious bodily harm.”166 Thus, 
it can only be employed as a “last resort,” requiring de-escalation tactics before 
employing such force.167 The proposed bill also provides guidance for when 
federal officers should use the least amount of force, specifically dealing with 
pregnant women, children, and youth, and those suffering from mental 
incapacities.168 Lastly, the bill would require states to implement similar legislation 
for local authorities in order to continue receiving Department of Justice public 
safety funding.169 Prior to 2019, no state had attempted to reform its lethal force 
legislation.170 
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D. California’s Unique, Modern Reaction to Confront the Use of Excessive 
Force 

Historically, California has not complied with the standard set by Garner and 
Graham but rather has implemented a lower legislative standard.171 Prior to 2019, 
under section 196 of the California Penal Code, homicide by a police officer was 
justifiable when: 

(1) In obedience to any judgment of a competent court; or, (2) When necessary 

committed in overcoming actual resistance to the execution of some legal process, or 

in the discharge of any other legal duty; or, (3) When necessarily committed in 

retaking felons who have been rescued or have escaped, or when necessarily 

committed in arresting persons charged with felony, and who are fleeing from justice 

or resisting such arrest.172 

Therefore, California officers could utilize lethal force to apprehend a fleeing felon 
under the statutory law.173 However, California law does limit methods of arrest to 
restraints that are “reasonable for [the suspect’s] arrest and detention.”174 Under 
California case law, the judiciary has implicated further restrictions on such use of 
force. The first appellate district interpreted the section 196 felony requirement to 
only refer to those that are violent.175 These felonies must be “a forcible and 
atrocious one which threatens death or serious bodily harm, or there are other 
circumstances which reasonably create a fear of death or serious bodily harm to 
the officer or another.”176 Further, excessive force claims are evaluated under the 
reasonableness standard of the Fourth Amendment as articulated in Garner and 
Graham.177 Under section 196, homicide by an on-duty police officer is justified 
when “the circumstances ‘reasonably create[d] a fear of death or serious bodily 
harm to the officer or to another.’”178 Such officers must utilize reasonable care 
before implementing lethal force.179 California has also refused to find a homicide 
justifiable where an officer failed to warn a suspect before implementing lethal 
force.180 

In California, the use of lethal force is just as big of a problem as it is in the 
rest of the country. Since 2004, only one officer has been prosecuted in Southern 
California out of 2,000 shootings.181 Similarly, California courts have also had 
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difficulty holding culpable officers accountable under existing law and 
precedent.182 The senior staff attorney of the American Civil Liberties Union of 
Southern California noted, “[o]fficers are rarely held accountable because the law 
allows police to use deadly force whenever an ‘objectively reasonable’ officer 
would have done so under the same circumstances, and courts have said that police 
don’t have to use the least amount of force possible for their conduct to be 
‘reasonable.’”183 

In an attempt to curb the rising concerns of police violence, legislators began 
to propose amendments to the state’s outdated laws, specifically in response to 
Stephon Clark’s death.184 In 2018, AB 931 was proposed to amend section 
835(a).185 The proposed bill set to require officers to de-escalate the situations at 
hand and also prohibited the use of lethal force unless an individual posed an 
imminent threat to injury or death.186 The proposed bill also altered the use of 
deadly force to a necessary standard rather than a reasonableness one.187 In August 
of 2018, the ambitious proposed bill failed. Legislatures however kept hope of 
presenting new successful legislation the following January.188 

In February 2019, the legislature proposed AB 392 which set out to amend 
section 196 and section 835(a) of California’s Penal Code.189 The proposed bill 
was amended several times before the amendments passed in August 2019 and 
became effective in January 2020.190 In regard to section 196, the statute was 
amended to find homicide by police officers is justifiable when in compliance with 
a court order or in compliance with section 835.191 Section 835 was amended to 
include when deadly force is an acceptable means. Based on “the totality of 
circumstances,” deadly force is justified: 
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(A) To defend against an imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the 

officer or to another person. (B) To apprehend a fleeing person for any felony that 

threatened or resulted in death or serious bodily injury, if the officer reasonably 

believes that the person will cause death or serious bodily injury to another unless 

immediately apprehended. Where feasible, a peace officer shall, prior to the use of 

force, make reasonable efforts to identify themselves as a peace officer and to warn 

that deadly force may be used, unless the officer has objectively reasonable grounds 

to believe the person is aware of those facts.192 

The new law implicates a necessary standard — as seen within the failed proposal 
of AB 931 — in which officers can only use lethal force when it is necessary rather 
than only reasonable.193 The force must be necessary to defend human life and is 
determined in light of the surrounding circumstances.194 The new standard only 
permits deadly force when such force is the only option.195 Instead, officers should 
utilize other resources “if reasonably safe and feasible to an objectively reasonable 
officer.”196 In determining the totality of the circumstances, the statute refers to all 
facts known by the police officer at the time of the event, including conduct by 
both the suspect and the officer prior to the use of lethal force.197 The expectation 
of this totality standard is that officers will utilize de-escalation tactics more 
frequently because their conduct prior to the incident can now be brought into 
question.198 The law does, however, neglect to define what is necessary, leaving it 
up to the judiciary to set its meaning.199 

The new bill has had significant public support, including families of police 
victims. The brother of Stephon Clark — while not pleased with the strength of 
the bill — supported the new law, noted “… we are getting something done. At 
least we are having the conversation now.”200 Other groups, such as the American 
Civil Liberties Union, backed the bill stating it was sure to save lives by reducing 
killings by police officers.201 

II. ULTIMATELY, THE CALIFORNIA BILL WILL LIKELY FAIL AS A MEANS TO 

LIMIT WHEN POLICE OFFICERS CAN USE DEADLY FORCE AGAINST CRIMINAL 

SUSPECTS 

The new California law is a progressive and exceptional attempt to address 
this country’s significant police violence problem. Not only is the law bringing 
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California into the modern realm for police accountability,202 it also creates a 
standard that exceeds America’s current deadly force requirements.203 As 
discussed above, the United States has been at a standstill since 1985204 in regard 
to excessive force, with current law failing to curb the high rates of police deadly 
force. Clearly, the use of excessive force throughout our country is unsatisfactory 
and the laws in our states are simply failing to have any adverse effect in decreasing 
unwarranted uses of deadly force. In fact, disregarding California’s new law, lethal 
force laws in America have “failed to respect and protect the right to life by failing 
to ensure that domestic legislation meets international human rights law and 
standards on the use of lethal force by law enforcement officers.”205 Not only is 
the lack of uniformity or appropriate legislation failing American citizens, it is also 
failing standards set by the United Nations.206 

Considering that the United States has failed as a whole and as individual 
states to revise, amend, or even overturn failing legislation, California’s response 
is monumental. First, it is this nation’s first attempt since 1985 to respond to the 
prevailing issue.207 Further, while hopefully diminishing California’s use of 
excessive lethal force by police officers, the new legislation could also create a 
national wave that will lead other states to implement new and successful 
legislation that will further curtail the killing of the American people during 
avoidable circumstances. The Governor of California, Gavin Newsom, even noted, 
“[a]s California goes, so does the rest of the United States of America. . .We are 
doing something today that stretches the boundaries of possibility.”208 

While it is obvious that California’s new law is a monumental step toward 
addressing the use of excessive force by police officers, the legislation will 
ultimately fail to create an actual difference. As discussed below, the new law has 
neglected to define what the “necessary” standard truly is, and, confusingly, used 
the language of the reasonableness standard in its explanation, a standard which 
the state was attempting to leave behind. Further, following numerous amendments 
to the initial proposal of the law, large advocacy groups, including Black Lives 
Matter, as well as family members of police victims, removed their support of the 
bill, illustrating how flawed this new law truly is. Continuing, the Supreme Court 
already struck a previous California policy that took officers’ actions into 
consideration during an excessive force analysis. The new law attempted again to 
include this provocation requirement, which goes against clear precedent. Lastly, 
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there are many other research-backed options that are more likely to create a 
favorable result. 

A. California Legislature Failed to Define “Necessary”, Leaving the Judiciary 
Branch with Inconsistent Results or the Reapplication of the 
Reasonableness Test Set Forth in Garner & Graham 

First, California’s new law offers no ascertainable difference between 
reasonable and necessary when applied to excessive force conduct by officers. 
Specifically, within the express language of section 835(a), the California 
legislature ultimately failed to define “necessary” when providing the purported 
stricter standard.209 Throughout the new law, the penal code requires that officers 
may only use deadly force when necessary to defend human life in order to be 
guarded from criminal liability.210 The bill then further sets out deadly force is 
permissible to (1) defend against impending threat to human life or (2) to 
apprehend a fleeing suspect in limited circumstances.211 While on its face, the 
standard of lethal force seems sufficient, the bill further fails to successfully define 
the term “necessary.” In fact, the bill utilizes the term “necessary” three times 
throughout the new law but neglects to include a precise definition, even though 
the bill specifically defined “deadly force,” “imminent,” and “totality of the 
circumstances.”212 

Further, where section 835 does offer an explanation for the standard, it uses 
the term “reasonably” or “reasonable” ten times in an attempt to provide guidance 
to the new standard.213 Specifically, the law notes deadly force should not be used 
“if an objectively reasonable officer would believe the person does not pose an 
imminent threat of death or serious bodily injury to the peace officer or to another 
person.”214 Further, the law also explains when determining if deadly force is 
necessary, officers should assess each individual situation and use the proper 
means that are “reasonably safe and feasible to an objectively reasonable officer.” 
215 On its face, it is clear that section 835 fails to offer a stricter standard already 
contended by the United States Supreme Court in Garner and Graham.216 These 
two prevailing cases require the deadly force by officers to be analyzed by the 
objective reasonableness standard of a police officer.217 Instead of offering a new, 
innovative, or stricter standard, the California law simply seems to reiterate the 
Supreme Court’s objective reasonableness standard. Both of these standards 
evaluate the officer’s conduct on the guideline of what a reasonable officer would 
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do in a given situation.218 If an officer fails to act in a reasonable manner when 
implementing deadly force, they are subject to criminal sanction or civil liability. 
Section 835 fails to add any new requirements to the standard except by adding the 
word “necessary,” which, again, the legislature has failed to define or offer 
explanations on how the word implements a stricter, more precise standard for 
when officers can utilize deadly force.219 

When attempting to implement section 835, it is likely the judiciary will not 
be able to clearly and sufficiently implement the new standard. In fact, a supporter 
of the new law noted “the law mostly avoids offering a specific definition of 
‘necessary’ – a move that is widely seen as leaving the interpretation up to the 
courts, where judges will weigh what is ‘necessary’ in the context of officers’ use 
of force.”220 Without clear instruction by the California legislature, the likely 
outcome is that the courts will either implement the standard already set forth by 
the United States Supreme Court,221 or the courts will individually implement their 
own interpretation of the statute, leading to a lack of uniformity or clarity about 
when officers can use lethal force to apprehend suspects. Instead of leading to a 
precise and positive outcome, the likely result is that courts will implement 
according to their own understanding of a muddied law, leading to muddy results 
with no clear standard. 

Further, in application, it is likely section 835 would have failed to hold the 
police officers accountable in the case of Stephon Clark. As discussed above, a 
portion of the momentum behind the bill was in the aftermath of the shooting of 
Clark. Therefore, most would like to assume the new bill would have created a 
different result than the officers not being held accountable. However, it seems as 
though the new standard fails to produce an alternative avenue for courts to 
implement fault. In Clark’s case, the officers used deadly force based upon the 
assumption that Clark had a weapon.222 According to the responding officers, 
Clark turned towards the officers, took a “shooting stance,”223 and held out a 
metallic object which reflected back to the officers.224 In the heat of the moment, 
the officer’s interpreted the reflection as a flash from a muzzle and opened fire 
under the assumption that Clark had begun to shoot at the officers.225 

When looking at section 835 on its own, it is likely the officers still would 
not have been criminally charged. First, without a sufficient definition of 
necessary, a court would likely refer to a dictionary to determine its meaning.226 
Specifically, in California, the courts227 have relied on Merriam Webster’s 
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dictionary for clarity.228 According to Merriam Webster, necessary is defined as 
“absolutely needed” or “of an inevitable nature”; “inescapable.”229 In its 
application, it appears the officer’s actions would have been considered 
“necessary.” When Clark turned and flashed the metallic object towards the 
officers, the officers were under the subjective impression that Clark opened fire 
in their direction. Under this assumption, their conduct of shooting Clark likely 
would be deemed necessary, as it was “absolutely needed” in order to protect their 
own lives as well as others.230 Further under section 835(c)(1)(A), their actions 
were in an effort to “defend against an imminent threat of death or serious bodily 
injury to the officer or to another person”231 and would thus be justifiable. 
Secondly, if a court were to apply the Garner and Graham reasonableness tests 
due to the lack of clarity, the result would have been identical. While Clark did not 
actually brandish a weapon towards the officers, it was objectively reasonable for 
the officers to interpret the metallic object that was pointed towards them as a 
weapon. 

While the expectation that the necessary standard should imply officers will 
be held accountable more than the reasonableness standard, the above application 
likely sheds light that the standard is no more effective than the one courts have 
used for years. Since the legislation failed to define what is to be deemed necessary 
without incorporating the objective reasonableness of the officer, the likely 
outcome is the officers that shot and killed Stephon Clark would still have been 
held accountable since it was already concluded that they acted as a reasonable 
officer would.232 The fact that they shot Clark twenty-two times likely still would 
not have an effect on the overall outcome under section 825.233 

Lastly, prior to the passing of section 835’s amendment, California proposed 
AB 931 with similar, if not identical, reform to the outdated law.234 In fact, the 
proposed bill failed to properly define the term “necessary” and used 
reasonableness of an officer in its explanation. Following its failure, one scholar 
noted “[t]he ‘Necessary Standard’ AB 931 would have created is not much 
different than the unamended California Penal Code section 196. It would not have 
required that a police officer wait to use deadly force until they are faced with a 
high probability of being shot or killed.”235 Further, because the new law expressly 
included “the perspective of a reasonable officer, it would have been near 
impossible to charge an officer within the necessary standard of care,”236 leaving 
the law to be essentially useless in having an effect on the excessive use of deadly 
force by police officers. 
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B. The Watering Down of the Bill Caused Major Advocacy Groups Removed 
Support 

Not only did the legislature fail at providing a new workable or constructive 
standard, but many civil rights advocates have also removed their support of 
section 835. Throughout the process of approving section 835, many proposals 
were made to ensure the bill was passed and became law.237 While the bill was 
eventually passed with bipartisan support, the proposed law was “tempered to allay 
concerns raised by police associations – and those compromises have prompted 
criticisms that the legislation doesn’t go far enough in mandating change.”238 
Instead of implementing a law with enough force to create a social change, the bill 
was watered down in an attempt to ensure its passage. This resulted in complete 
disapproval. For example, the co-founder of the Los Angeles Chapter of Black 
Lives Matter, Melina Abdullah, unsurprisingly removed the groups support of 
section 835.239 The Black Lives Matter organization, along with thirteen other civil 
rights groups, was one of the co-sponsors of the original proposed bill.240 

While the proposed bill set out to (1) change the standard for deadly force, 
(2) require de-escalation, and (3) require criminal liability, Black Lives Matter 
argued the further amendments weakened its initial purpose, leaving the bill to 
only effect litigation after an officer implements excessive deadly force instead of 
preventing killings by law enforcement.241 Following the withdrawal of 
sponsorship, Abdullah noted that “‘[u]nfortunately, in efforts to get law 
enforcement to lift their opposition, the bill was so significantly amended that it is 
no longer the kind of meaningful legislation we can support.’”242 Specifically, prior 
versions of the bill provided guidance and definition to the necessary standard, but 
those provisions were removed to allegedly satisfy law enforcement.243Without the 
support of such a movement, it is clear that the law would likely have had little 
effect on the community or creating a societal change. Black Lives Matter has 
created and supported endless movements to end the use of excessive deadly force 
by police officers and to ensure innocent Black men and women no longer fall 
victim to senseless acts by law enforcement.244 The removal of support speaks 
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volumes, illustrating that the new law will have little to no effect in solving the 
problem of police excessive force. 

Further, family members of excessive force victims removed their support as 
well. Fifteen families that had been working alongside Black Lives Matter and 
eleven other families removed their support, finding the legislation to be 
“failing.”245 Representatives for the families noted the “vague new compromise” 
would only leave courts to determine its meaning, leaving the need for another 
person to be killed due to unwarranted deadly force.246 One family member 
asserted “[a]nother person is going to have to die before we can prove that this bill 
is not going to do what you think it’s going to do. . . It’s like a slap in our face.”247 
Following the continuous disapproval by families who had to bury their loved ones 
because of erroneous actions by a police officer, it is obvious this law is destined 
to fail and not accomplish its intended goals. The brother of Stephon Clark even 
noted how much the bill has been watered down.248 If the general public is able to 
perceive that this new law will have no effect on how officers are held accountable, 
it is undeniable that the legislature has failed. 

Some advocacy groups, such as the American Civil Liberties Union, 
nonetheless continued support of section 835.249 Instead of viewing the law as a 
failure, they found it to be a vital step to tackle the continuing problem.250 Even 
while the law fails to establish a concrete definition of the word “necessary,” the 
law still creates a “tighter and tougher standard than ‘reasonable,’ which can be 
stretched to cover many different situations, particularly when a jury tries251 to 
assess reasonableness through the eyes of an officer on the scene.”252 

However, while the legislation is intended to allow the judiciary to determine 
the concrete meaning of “necessary,” the group fails to note that the legislation 
uses the reasonableness standard in order to define its intended application. In 
theory, the term necessary could produce a different and appealing outcome; the 
California legislature simply failed by using the already present standard to define 
a new and “stricter” standard. In application, courts will be offering contradicting 
results, many applying the “old” reasonable standard, while others will attempt to 
work the standard to its intended results, even while going against the clear 
language of the legislation. 
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C. The Supreme Court Has Already Rejected the Requirement to Consider the 
Prior Conduct by an Officer to Determine Liability for Excessive Deadly 
Force 

As discussed earlier, the California legislature has previously attempted to 
create a “provocation rule” in which officers’ conduct prior to an incident can 
subject the officer to liability for excessive deadly force, regardless if the use of 
force was justifiable.253 Within Mendez, the Supreme Court clearly rejected 
application of the provocation rule.254 Now, under section 835(a), California has 
attempted to create a similar rule that would require officers to be held accountable 
even if the use of force was “necessary” or “reasonable”.255 Under the new law, 
the legislature requires: 

That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be evaluated from the 

perspective of a reasonable officer in the same situation, based on the totality of the 

circumstances known to or perceived by the officer at the time, rather than with the 

benefit of hindsight, and that the totality of the circumstances shall account for 

occasions when officers may be forced to make quick judgments about using force.256 

The law further defines “totality of the circumstance” as “all facts known to the 
peace officer at the time, including the conduct of the officer and the subject 
leading up to the use of deadly force.”“.257 This law “require[s] courts to consider 
if an officer’s behavior was justified leading up to the use of deadly force.”258 
While it seems as though California is ambitiously trying to require all of an 
officers actions to be taken into account, Mendez has already found such analysis 
is improper.259 The Court, instead, found the actions of an officer prior to a use of 
force is not compatible with an excessive force claim.260 Courts can only base their 
judgement on the use of force alone.261 If the court were to find the specific use of 
force by an officer was justified and not excessive, the court cannot still find the 
officer used excessive force because of his previous conduct.262 Instead, a court 
can only find the previous conduct by the officer as improper under a separate 
analysis.263 Under this decision, California judges cannot follow the language 
within section 835 to find an officer criminally liable for conduct leading up to the 
use of force so long as the use of force was considered to be justified. 
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In regard to the killing of Stephon Clark, many hoped the new law would 
have created a different outcome for the two officers, requiring the court to 
consider the conduct of the officers prior to the shooting.264 Specifically, that the 
courts could consider, along with whether the officers used proper force, “how 
they had acted beforehand, including when they first located Clark, after getting a 
911 call about someone smashing car windows, and as they pursued him on foot 
to his grandparents’ backyard.”265 As seen within Mendez, courts actually could 
not consider how the two officers acted in order to determine if their force was 
excessive.266 Instead, the excessive force analysis is required by the United States 
Supreme Court to be completely separate.267 Because the officers’ actions were 
determined to be reasonable, and likely would have been considered “necessary” 
under section 835, the officers still would not have been held accountable for 
shooting and killing Stephon Clark. 

III. PROPOSAL 

A. Emphasis Should be Placed on Deterring Excessive Deadly Force by 
Officers Rather Than Developing Standards After-the-Fact 

In order to adequately address the use of excessive force by police officers, 
legislators, and local government, police departments should place more resources 
into reducing these incidents before they happen rather than only addressing 
sanctions after they do. The use of deadly force is a morally sensitive issue that we 
as a nation should be trying to reduce overall, including a refusal to rely on criminal 
sanctions as the only means to reduce such a sensitive topic. The fear of 
accountability should not be the only reason for officers to avoid implementing 
excessive force. Instead, we should be equipping officers with the correct training, 
support, and knowledge that diminishes the impulse to use deadly force when other 
resources are available. When focusing on addressing police violence before it 
occurs, there are many avenues that will reduce the likelihood of victims. 

Instead of utilizing a failing law, California legislatures, state officials, or 
police departments can implement other resources to diminish police excessive 
force. First, mandated training for police officers required by the State or 
individual departments can have a positive effect on reducing the use of lethal 
force.268 In Dallas, Texas, prior to mandated de-escalation training, the police 
department received 147 complaints for excessive force.269 In 2014, after the 
department implemented de-escalation training, the department only received 53 
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complaints.270 In 2016, the department only received 21.271 Where mandated 
trainings were not required for officers early in their careers, inappropriate patrol 
styles, including use of force, were likely to be reinforced.272 

Second, psychologist services and trainings are also recommended to 
increase behavioral monitoring and provide better training as a preventative step 
rather than a response to excessive force.273 While state and federal legislation 
seems to provide a more concrete standard for when officers can use lethal force, 
it likely will not change when officers utilize such force. Without proper training, 
police officers will not have the proper tools to handle and de-escalate provoking 
situations. The likely result without training officers to better handle these 
situations is not a decrease in killings by police officers, just increased 
accountability after the fact. 

Further, pre-employment screening offers departments a successful tool to 
determine if a potential officer is predetermined to use excessive means of force. 
Specifically, research has illustrated multiple factors leading to the use of lethal 
force by an officer.274 These include: (1) officers with personality disorders, (2) 
traumatic job-related experiences, (3) highly impressive or impulsive 
inexperienced officers, (4) those with “dominant command presence with a heavy-
hand policing style” and (5) those with personal problems.275 Using pre-
employment screenings with a psychologist can identify those with characteristics 
that could create a “bad officer,” and prevents the hiring of an officer that could 
present a problem.276 

B. Following Appropriate Measures to Cease the Use of Deadly Force by 
Officers, the California Legislature Should Revise and Amend the Current 
Legislation to Offer a Better Clarification of the Necessary Standard 

Following adequate measures to stop police excessive force before it occurs, 
the California legislature should revise their new necessary standard. As discussed 
previously, the necessary standard on its face appears to be a satisfactory guideline, 
but the new law lacks any specificity to create a workable standard. Instead, the 
California legislature needs to reexamine and amend section 835 to provide a 
definite and feasible definition of necessary without utilizing the reasonableness 
standard in its explanation. The new definition must define the standard in a 
manner that precisely outlines when a police officer can and cannot use lethal force 
and how courts can apply the principle to cases in which they do implement such 
force. It should attempt to offer a clearer, more robust, rule that does not cause 
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officers to hesitate in a manner that creates a dangerous circumstance for officers 
and the public, but also saves civilians’ lives from deadly force. A necessary 
standard would likely be a superior standard compared to the reasonableness 
standard, but only if California can establish a more concrete and unambiguous 
explanation of the necessary standard. 

Specifically, California should amend the necessary standard in section 835 
to only permit the use of deadly force by a police officer when it is strictly 
necessary to protect the officer’s or the public’s lives. The officer must attempt to 
use other forms of force — when applicable — before resorting to excessive force 
such as utilizing a stun gun, batons, pepper-spray, or knee-knockers. The use of 
force must always be proportional and a necessity in the present situation. 
Following the use of force, the officer’s conduct should be based on their 
subjective understanding of the situation as well as from the viewpoint of an 
objective, reasonable officer. The objective, reasonable officer must find the use 
of deadly force was necessary, rather than reasonable, in the presented 
circumstance. 

Further, California or its local governments should implement special 
prosecutors to inflate prosecutions and convictions of culpable officers.277 
Generally, prosecutors have an amiable relationship with local law enforcement 
officers. When situations arise where a prosecutor must decide to charge a police 
officer, there are questions as to whether there are “sympathies that may prevent 
the prosecutor from being an effective advocate for the state.”278 Special 
prosecutors would be independent from all policing and their sole position would 
be supervision, investigation, and prosecution of misconduct by police officers.279 
These positions would be beneficial in assuring conflicts of interest by prosecutors 
will not affect whether a police officer is charged with a crime — more specifically 
excessive force — and will improve the probability that culpable police officers 
will be held accountable for their actions. 

In addition, California’s local governments should create civilian review 
boards to review cases of misconduct. Such boards provide another authority that 
could implement sanctions to violent officers and would also diminish the 
instances of police sympathy that could interfere with an equitable outcome. 
Civilian review boards are a means in which a “solution towards the goal of 
providing an avenue to hold police officers accountable for wrongdoing that 
normally would go unaccounted for.”280 Such implementation would curb the lack 
of accountability as well as lead to strengthened relationships between the police 
and community.281 

 

 277. Stinson, supra note 4, at 2. 

 278. Michelle L. Jawando & Chelsea Parsons, 4 Ideas That Could Begin to Reform the Criminal 
Justice System and Improve Police-Community Relations, CENTER FOR AMERICAN PROGRESS (Dec. 
18, 2014, 2:48 PM), https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/courts/reports/2014/12/18/103578/4-
ideas-that-could-begin-to-reform-the-criminal-justice-system-and-improve-police-community-
relations/. 

 279. Id. 

 280. Udi Ofer, Getting It Right: Building Effective Civilian Review Boards to Oversee Police, 46 
SETON HALL L. REV. 1033, 1039 (2016). 

 281. Id. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is clear that the necessary standard in section 825 likely will not result as 
California intended. However, since the law has only been in effect since January 
2020, it is difficult to speculate what the actual outcome will be. Unfortunately, 
until an officer utilizes excessive deadly force within California, or departments 
use the law to train officers, there is no accurate means to predict results. However, 
section 825 is the Nation’s first attempt to implement a more restrictive law than 
what was established in Garner and Graham. Hopefully, others will begin to 
follow in suit and create a workable standard that is likely to establish a significant 
decrease in the use of excessive deadly force. 


